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Foreward

A 60-sheet, sixteenth-century manuscript map of the world, three meters in diameter. These are cartographic superlatives generally 
reserved for the most famous and venerable institutions and the myth and legend of the lost monasteries and archives of prior centu-
ries. YET, just weeks before the inaugural Barry Lawrence Ruderman Conference at the David Rumsey Map Center, we were holding 
in our hands just such an object. The scale of Urbano Monte’s map was unimaginable, or, perhaps more accurately, something that 
could not be envisioned without help.

There was really only one solution. The 60 sheets had to be joined and the entire thing displayed as its maker intended. And there was 
only one person for the job—David Rumsey. Having borne witness to David’s passion for digitizing other cartographic wonders, I was 
hopeful that he would embrace the idea of scanning Monte’s lifework. The prospect of seeing the map on one of the massive digital 
displays at the Rumsey Map Center and broadly distributed for all to view was too enticing to ignore.  Fortunately, after a brief phone 
conversation, David agreed, launching a frantic effort to scan and digitally join Monte’s map for the conference.  

Along the way, we learned a quite a bit about the map, and with the help of Urbano Monte scholar Dr. Annalisa D’Ascenso, the re-
search and writing skills of Dr. Katie Parker and Alex Clausen, the advice, encouragement and translation skills of Franca Teglucci and 
Stefano Bifolco, and the technical wizardry of Brandon Rumsey, who worked tirelessly to scan and join the map, Monte’s masterwork 
was revealed for the first time as it was intended, a 3 meter planisphere on the polar azimuthal projection.  The single largest world 
map of the 16th century was finally a visual reality. 

Along the way, we made several other discoveries, most of a logistical nature. Most notably, when considering the prospect of printing 
a full-sized copy of the finished product for display, we realized that the “Full Monte” was just over nine feet in diameter, taller than the 
ceilings of the Map Center. Logistical limitations aside, the realization of this project is testimony to the importance of the marriage 
of digital and analog, and the combining of the history of cartography with the scholars and technology of our modern age—a modest 
example of the sort of technical and cross-disciplinary collaboration which we hope the conference will promote and encourage.

The Full Monte

Barry Ruderman
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Urbano Monte’s manuscript world map of 1587 reminds us of why historical maps are so important as primary resources: the north 
polar projection of his planisphere uses the advanced scientific ideas of his time; the artistry in drawing and decorating the map 
embodies design at the highest level; and the view of the world then gives us a deep historical resource with the listing of places, the 
shape of spaces, and the commentary interwoven into the map—science, art, and history all in one document.

Until now, Monte’s manuscript map was seen as a series of 60 individual sheets. The only assembled version is the small, single-page 
key sheet of the series. Now that we have joined all 60 sheets digitally, we can appreciate in a new way the extraordinary accomplish-
ment that Monte made. The assembled map, just over nine feet in diameter, is one of the largest—if not the largest—world map made 
in the sixteenth century. The degree of detail and decoration is stunning and the entire production is surely unique in the history of 
cartographic representation.

When we georeference Monte’s map and then re-project it into the Mercator projection, we immediately understand why he used the 
north polar projection instead of Mercator’s: Monte wanted to show the entire earth as close as possible to a three-dimensional sphere 
using a two-dimensional surface. His projection does just that, notwithstanding the distortions around the south pole. Those same 
distortions exist in Mercator’s world map, and by their outsized prominence on Monte’s map they gave him a vast area to indulge in all 
the speculations about Antarctica that proliferated in geographical descriptions in the sixteenth century. While Mercator’s projection 
became standard in years to come due to its ability to accurately measure distance and bearing, Monte’s polar projection gave a better 
view of the relationships of the continents and oceans. In the 20th century air age, the polar projection returned as a favored way to 
show the earth. Monte would have been pleased to see a modern version of his map used in the official emblem of the United Nations.

I am grateful to Barry Ruderman for bringing this important work to The David Rumsey Map Collection and thereby making it pos-
sible for me to add it to the David Rumsey Map Center at Stanford. Barry and I have collaborated for over 20 years in the process of 
building my map library and this work by Urbano Monte can now take its place as one of the jewels in the collection.

David Rumsey

Introduction
Urbano Monte's Remarkable World Map
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T he works of Urbano Monte (1544-1613) are little known within the history of cartography, an undeserved status 
based on the limited circulation of his planisphere and geographical treatise. That obscurity is now at an end be-
cause, for the first time, Monte’s 60-sheet planisphere—the largest known early modern manuscript map of the 

world at roughly three meters in diameter—is available to the general public via the David Rumsey Map Collection (www.
davidrumsey.com). Acquired from Barry Lawrence Ruderman Antique Maps, who also helped to catalogue the work, the 
Monte planisphere made its debut at the inaugural Barry Lawrence Ruderman Conference on Cartography held at the 
Rumsey Map Center, Stanford University, October 19-21, 2017.

Despite relative obscurity, Monte’s surviving works represent some of the most dynamic products of the Renaissance in 
Northern Italy. The Milanese Monte, inspired by the visit of the first Japanese Embassy to Europe, which came to Milan 
in 1585, embarked on a twenty-year project to synthesize and consolidate geographic knowledge of the entire world in 
four volumes. Intended for students and scholars, Monte’s Trattato Universale, particularly the third volume containing 
the large planisphere, offers a window into the mind of a transitional figure in cartography; although influenced by the 
geographic theories of the likes of Ptolemy, Monte took bold steps away from the Ptolemaic projections and relied almost 
entirely on contemporary sources, including Fine, Mercator, Ortelius, and Gastaldi.

The planisphere discussed here is the earliest of the three surviving planispheres developed by Monte from 1585 to 1604. 
This 60-sheet masterpiece, initially completed ca. 1587, is filled with cartographic delights and also shows the rapidly 
evolving geography of the late sixteenth century. Although first chronologically, it is the last of Monte’s works to be to be 
available for research and has never been studied in depth. The digitization of the planisphere is an opportunity, there-
fore, for scholars and map enthusiasts to engage with Monte’s geographic ideas and to integrate his works into the larger 
context of Italian mapmaking in the late sixteenth century.

The First of Urbano Monte’s 
Large Planispheres
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M onte’s family had lived in and around Milan for centuries and they held several administrative titles in the Lombardy capi-
tal. His most famous kinsman was Cesare Monti, Archbishop of Milan from 1632 to 1650. The son of Giovanni Battista and 
Madonna Angela de Menclozzi, Urbano Monte had two younger brothers and also grew up with several of his cousins in the 

familial home in Milan. At age 35, Monte married Margarita Niguarda, who was 18 at the time. They had four sons and one daughter: 
Giovanni Ambrogio, Giovanni Francesco, Giovanni Battista, Giuseppe, and Catarina Angela.

Thanks to his family’s status and affluence, Monte had a leisurely life; he never held public office and was able to pursue his scholarly 
interests. His library was renowned locally. At age 41, his interests turned definitively to geography, a topic that would occupy him for 
the rest of his life. The ambition of his later years was to publish his treatise with its planisphere, but a falling out with his eldest son, 
and the resulting court cases over money and inheritance, left him unable to finish the task. The only printed version of the plani-
sphere remains in a proof state, testament to Monte’s ambitions and family troubles.

Scholars have only fleetingly focused on Monte and his works. Paolo Revelli published a study in 1929, as did Roberto Almagià in 1941. 
More recently, Annalisa D’Ascenzo has offered a refreshing new look that examines the then-known examples (60-sheet manuscript 
planisphere at Biblioteca del Seminario Arcivescovile di Milano in Venegono Inferioro; 64-sheet printed proof copy at Biblioteca Am-
brosiana) in her 2012 book, Cultura geografica e cartografia in Italia alla fine del Cinquecento: Il Trattato universale di Urbano Monte. 
Dr. D’Ascenzo is currently expanding her study based on the new information now available in the Rumsey example.

Urbano Monte in his 
time and in scholarship
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T his particular example of Monte’s work is, as previous-
ly mentioned, the earliest of the three surviving plani-
spheres. It consists of 60 map sections on paper bound 

together as an atlas. When joined together, the pieces form a 
massive planisphere stretching three meters across and repre-
senting the entire world as it was known to Monte in a polar az-
imuthal projection. There is also a double page world map (key 
sheet) and 13 double pages of tables of latitudes and longitudes, 
distances, temperatures, prevailing winds, eclipses, etc.

There are two portraits of Monte included, one when he was 43 
years old (1587) and the other when he was 45 (1589). Addition-
ally, there are cut-out cartouches and marginal notes on several 
of the maps that suggest that this was a working document, first 
completed in or around 1587 and added to over the following 
years. As compared to the other 60-sheet example, held at the 
Biblioteca del Seminario Arcivescovile di Milano, it is less pol-
ished and more provisional. Certain features were added in 
at least two hands and at different times, suggesting this was 
the first planisphere completed by Monte, while the Seminar-
io example was most likely a second, redrafted version of this 
first working example. This planisphere is the rough draft of the 
world as Monte understood it.

The Rumsey example was sold at Sotheby’s in 1981 to the noted 
Amsterdam publisher Nico Israel and subsequently was listed 
by H. P. Kraus in his 1983 catalogue. At the time it was sold at So-
theby’s, it was the subject of an article in the Map Collector by J. 
J. S. Goss. It was offered again by Bonham’s in 2012 and acquired 
by David Rumsey in 2017 from Barry Lawrence Ruderman An-
tique Maps. Rumsey has made it available with scans of each of 
the individual map sections and with a digital reconstruction of 

The Rumsey Example

what the sections would look like joined. The images were intro-
duced at the inaugural Barry Lawrence Ruderman Conference 
on Cartography (October 19-21, 2017)—the first time the plani-
sphere had been presented as Monte intended in centuries.

The key sheet and subsequent map sections are bright with 
original color. A glance at the key sheet, which hints at what the 
planisphere looks like when assembled, also shows how Monte 
synthesized the various geographic works he read to produce 
his own image of the world. The globe radiates from the North 
Pole. Due to the projection, the continents seem to cluster at 
the center, while the seas in the southern hemisphere are open. 
At the outer reaches of the ring are eight islands, stretched into 
mammoth semi-continents thanks again to the projection.

These islands reveal some of the sources and ideas that were 
circulating when Monte drew this map in the 1580s. The larg-
est of the islands is dually labeled Brasielia and Nova Guinea, 
reflecting the relatively little knowledge Europeans had about 
the extent and location of the Americas and the Pacific islands. 
Another of this southern ring of islands is the fiery Tierra del 
Fuego, which was first sighted by Magellan during his voyage of 
1519 to 1522.

A third island is Terra de Lucach, a name recognizable to anyone 
who had read Marco Polo’s Travels. Lucach, along with Beach 
and Maletur were regions in Java. The conflation of Java with 
the southern continent stemmed from a mistake earlier in the 
sixteenth century. Initially, Polo used Arabic usage of Java Major 
for Java and Java Minor for Sumatra. After a printing mistake 
made Java Minor seem the largest island in the world in the 1532 
editions of Polo’s Travels (Paris and Basel), mapmakers start-
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ed to make a southern landmass to accommodate Java Minor, 
Beach, Lucach, and Maletur.

The key sheet, while informative, is relatively unadorned. The 
map sections, by comparison, are filled with decorative flour-
ishes that tell the history and myth of the places as Monte knew 
them. The 60 sheets form five rings. Certain geographic features 
are marked with imagery; for example, the Tropic of Cancer has 
periodic crustaceans ringing the latitude. There are also animals 
galore; a unicorn prances through Tartary on Tavola II and a 
griffin lurks on Tavola III.

Certain political figures are also highlighted. Monte lived during 
the reign of Philip II of Spain and the power of the Spanish em-
pire is evident across the globe: several Spanish armadas can be 
found from Atlantic to Pacific. The Spanish ascendancy is also 
evident in the large vignette in the south Atlantic, which shows 
Philip with a Spanish knight in a ship with another man who is 
supposed to the be the King of Peru; the Peruvian is showing 
Philip the riches of the Americas. The vignette is identical to 
one from a map by Giacomo Gastaldi and Paolo Forlani of 1561.
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T o understand why Monte would create such a large and de-
tailed planisphere, it is helpful to look at the works he cre-
ated before and after this first planisphere. His first written 

work, as far as we know, was Delle cose più notabili successe 
nella città di Milano. This four-volume family history survives in 
full in the Biblioteca Ambrosiana and in part in the Braidense Li-
brary. It is dated to 1587 thanks to the mention of refurbishments 
of the Duomo and covers Monte family history dating to 1386.

While the work is an interesting piece of local history, its impor-
tance is enhanced thanks to the detailed description of the Japa-
nese Embassy to Milan of 1585. This was the first Japanese Em-
bassy to Europe and was orchestrated by the Jesuits, specifically 
Alesandro Valignano, the visitator of the Jesuit missions in the 
East Indies. The Jesuits had begun their mission to Japan in 1549 
and they made significant contacts across the social spectrum. 
Indeed, two of the four boys selected for the pilgrimage to see the 
Pope were representing various Japanese daimyo, or feudal lords, 
who had converted to Catholicism.

The four teenage boys left Nagasaki with Valignano on February 
20, 1582. They stopped over in Goa, where Valignano was ordered 
on another task, leaving the young men with Nuno Rodrigues, 
the rector of the Jesuit College at Goa. They arrived in Lisbon 
on August 11, 1584, from where they began their European tour 
through Portugal and Spain. There, they met Philip II, then con-
tinued to Italy via Livorno and finally, to Rome.

Monte’s first geographic 
work and the Japanese 
embassy

In Rome, they had an audience with the Pope, Gregory XIII, who 
gifted them with fine clothes and was impressed by their piety 
and presence. While the boys visited Rome, Gregory XIII died, 
leaving the boys to witness the Eternal City as it conducted a con-
clave to elect Sixtus V, with whom they also met.

On their return trip, they continued their tour through Rome and 
on July 25, 1585, they entered Milan. This is where Monte encoun-
tered the boys. In the fourth volume of his Delle cose più notabili 
he commented on their appearance and manners; the former 
he found odd but he thought their manners impressive and their 
eating habits fascinating.

The visit of the Japanese boys led to an interest in Japanese ge-
ography. Monte not only read of Japan in the existing literature, 
most of it authored by the Jesuits, but also likely was given access 
to Jesuit knowledge while the Embassy visited. He remarked that 
the Japanese island was three times as large as Italy, and also 
wrote of the administration of the daimyos, the health of the peo-
ple, and the progress of the Jesuits missions.

In 1589, Monte published an impressively detailed map of Japan, 
Monte’s first known foray into cartography. Japan is mapped 
similarly on the planisphere (on Tavola IX). Though it appears 
strangely shaped and is stretched farther east to west than north 
to south, it is the numerous specific place names included which 
show its value as compared to contemporary renditions. It also 
shows the depth of research conducted by Monte.
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A s soon as he had finished his family history with its sec-
tion on Japan, Monte embarked on his largest scholarly 
endeavor, the Trattato Universale. Intended as a reference 

work for students and scholars, the work ran to four volumes, 
with the third containing the planisphere in first 60 and then 64 
sheets.

The third volume was the first of the parts of the work to be 
finished and is the largest of the volumes. Its contents reflect the 
broad definition of geography at that time, which spanned his-
tory, political economy, and ethnography. The volumes includes 
descriptions of each of the countries and regions of the world, 
including their relative location, climate, names, history, forti-
fications, forms of government, physical characteristics, habits, 
languages, and religion.

The size of volume III is also amplified by the many sheets of the 
planisphere. According to D’Ascenzo, Monte most likely began 
work on the map in July of 1585, just after the Japanese arrived. 
He read as widely as he could for the next two years, completing 
and revising the planisphere from 1587 to 1590.

As D’Ascenzo explains further, it is likely that Monte had access 
to a few printed maps and various atlases from which he drew 
his information. It is unlikely Monte read the original works of 
the Greek and Roman geographers, but more probably read them 
as digested through sixteenth century sources. The main source 
he utilized was the work of his contemporary Giovanni Loren-

Trattato Universale and the 
planisphere projections

zo d'Anania (1545-1609), whose L'Universale fabrica del Mondo, 
overo Cosmografia was first published in Naples in 1573 and an 
expanded edition was published in Venice in 1576. In the work, 
d’Anania carries out a review of the geography, history, and an-
thropology of Europe (vol. I), Asia (vol. II), Africa (vol. III) and 
the West Indies (vol. IV). Other sources included Hernan Cortes, 
Fernando Columbus (son and biographer of the famous Christo-
pher), Girolamo Girava, and Juan Gonzalez de Mendoza.

For cartographic style and information, Monte looked particu-
larly to Giacomo Gastaldi, as well Olaus Magnus, Paolo Giovio, 
the Zeno brothers, Gerard Mercator, André Thévet, Oronce Fine, 
and Abraham Ortelius. Monte made innovative use of the mate-
rials available to him. He also did not rely primarily on Ptolemy’s 
projections but on more contemporary sources, a step many of 
his fellow geographers, including d’Anania, were not bold enough 
to take.

Monte’s innovation is particularly of note in the projections he 
chose for the planisphere. In the 60 sheet examples, Monte chose 
a polar azimuthal projection; that is, a portrayal of the globe as 
radiating from a central North Pole, with the degrees of latitude 
shown at equidistant intervals. The Renaissance was a time of 
experimentation with projections for world maps, and Monte was 
a student of the various projections then being used.

With the advent of circumnavigations, the trade to the East In-
dies, and the encounter with the Americas, the known world of 
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Renaissance scholars literally expanded, necessitating new ways 
to depict the round globe on a two-dimensional plane. In 1506, 
Johannes Ruysch is credited as the first to place the North Pole at 
the center of an equidistant conic projection, depicting the world 
like an unfolded fan. Previously, in 1426, the Count of Dyffenbach 
completed a celestial map of the northern hemisphere with the 
North Pole at the center. In 1512, Walter Lud included a polar 
projection as a diagram in a compilation assembled by Gregor 
Reisch. Others, like Peter Apian’s 1530 world map, Oronce Fine’s 
1536 world map, and Mercator’s 1538 world map, employed 
interpretations of a cordiform, or heart-shaped map (double 
cordiform, in the case of Mercator). Furthermore, it is possible 
that Monte was inspired by the work of Guillaume Postel. Postel 
published, in 1578 (no copies extant; reprintings in 1581, 1621), 
Polo Aptata Nova Charta Universi, a polar azimuthal northern 
hemisphere with the southern hemisphere split into two azimuth-
al half-hemispheres.

Although Monte’s precise inspiration for the polar azimuthal pro-
jection is not known, it is certain that the projection would con-
tinue to be used. Monte’s contemporaries were aware of his work, 
even if later scholars ignored his contributions. It is possible that 
Gennaro Picicaro was aware of Monte’s work when he made his 
polar projection inlaid desk in 1587. Later, the polar azimuthal 
projection would be chosen by Cassini for the grand map on the 
floor of the Paris Observatory and, in the eighteenth century, 
Heinrich Scherer took up the projection, among others.

Monte made another choice after he made this planisphere. On 
the 64 sheet version, the projection was changed from a polar 
azimuthal projection to a lobular projection. The northern hemi-
sphere is still shown on the polar projection—Tavolas I to XII are 
largely the same—but the southern hemisphere is split into four 
petals or lobes which surround the northern hemisphere. It is 
unclear why Monte changed the projection, whether for scholarly 
reasons or as result of a request from his engraver. Whatever the 

choice, he made one of the most unusual projection selections of 
the sixteenth century and showed his evolution as a geographical 
thinker. For example, rather than eight islands in the southern 
oceans, he reduced the number to three in the lobular projection.
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The Monte planisphere in 
sixteenth-century Italian 
geographic culture

M onte’s map project seems a monumental undertaking to 
modern eyes, yet during his time he was simply a gen-
tleman scholar embarking on a deeper study into one of 

the most popular areas of scholarship, geography. In the sixteenth 
century, geography as a subject—and maps as objects— prolifer-
ated in Italian society. The highlight of the scholarly output was 
Giovanni Battista Ramusio’s magnum opus, Navigationi et viaggi, 
which was published between 1550 and 1559. Whereas Ramusio’s 
project was to bring together the most important voyages and 
journeys in the history of exploration, Monte’s was to compile all 
available knowledge on the extent and population of the globe. 
Although Monte curiously does not name Ramusio as one of his 
sources, it is still possible that he used Ramusio’s works.

Beyond texts, cartographic objects were used as decorations on 
fans and screens. They were used as wall hangings and inlaid in 
tables, as in the case of Picicaro. Surviving household inventories 
reveal that many upper-class households not only owned maps, 
but that they were displayed in the most social areas of the dwell-
ing, helping to construct the identity of the owner as a cultured, 
cosmopolitan individual.

The most well-known of the displays of power and wealth via 
maps are in the Palazzo Vecchio and the Palazzo Farnese. The for-
mer is the town hall of Florence and it contains a grand hall full 
of mural maps. Meant to portray the entire world as known in the 

mid-sixteenth century, the room was never completed; 53 of the 
intended 57 paintings survive today. However, those murals that 
were completed exemplify how political power was projected via 
publicly-displayed geographic knowledge. The Palazzo Farnese 
contains a Maps Room, a grand open space with the walls and 
ceiling showing the extent of the New World as discovered by 
Columbus and his contemporaries.

Monte’s great planisphere was part and parcel of these geograph-
ic projects that meant to harness knowledge about the world to 
local and regional purposes. Monte hoped to educate, the de-
signers of the Palazzo Vecchio hoped to control and awe. In the 
sixteenth century, geography was being used in more ways and 
more places than ever before. Monte’s manuscript world map, the 
largest known, is a testament to the wonder geography held for 
the generations who were living through the exciting century of 
discovery that was the sixteenth century. Their world was grow-
ing each day and Monte wanted to understand all of it.

Monte’s planisphere is a trove of information and opportunity for 
researchers. It is now available to a wide audience for the first 
time and it is hoped that more can be learned about Urbano Mon-
te, the gentleman geographer of Milan, and his wondrous, giant 
planisphere.
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Rumsey example. ca. 1587 with corrections to 1590. 60 sheet manuscript planisphere on a polar azimuthal 
projection. David Rumsey Collection.

Copy S. ca. 1587 with corrections to 1590. 60 sheet manuscript planisphere on a polar azimuthal projection. 
Biblioteca del Seminario Arcivescovile di Milano in Venegono Inferioro.

Copy A. 1604. 64 sheet printed planisphere on a globular projection. Biblioteca Ambrosiana.

Single sheet engraved world map on a polar azimuthal projection. 1603. Biblioteca Ambrosiana

Single sheet engraved world map on a polar azimuthal projection. 1603. Doria Atlas. 

Known examples of Monte's planispheres
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